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Abstract—High-quality memory diagnosis methodologies are
critical enablers for scaled memory devices as they reduce time to
market and provide valuable information regarding test escapes
and customer returns. This paper presents an efficient Hierarchical
Memory Diagnosis (HMD) approach that accurately diagnoses
faults in the entire memory. Faults are diagnosed hierarchically;
first, their location, then their nature (i.e., static or dynamic), and
finally, their functional fault model. The HMD approach leads to
a more accurate diagnostic, enabling the precise identification of
yield loss causes.

Index Terms—Memory, Diagnosis, Fault, Test, Algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

The quick identification of yield loss’ root causes is critical
for ramping up yield learning and shortening time to market.
Memory diagnosis is a powerful tool for identifying these
failure roots. However, they must cover a vast set of faults. For
example, they must cover dynamic faults, i.e., faults sensitized
by more than one operation, which are more common in scaled
memories [1]. Furthermore, it must cover faults from outside
the memory array that require special test algorithms [2], such
as decoder and peripheral faults. Finally, they ideally also cover
hard-to-detect (HTD) faults, i.e., faults whose detection is not
guaranteed by simply writing and reading the memory, and
require additional dedicated testing circuits [3, 4]. Any of these
faults are prone to become test escapes if not detected, thus
leading to no-trouble-found (NTF) devices [5].

Memory diagnosis approaches use various methods to iden-
tify and diagnose memory faults, e.g., fault pattern identifica-
tion [6–8], fault signatures [1, 9, 10]. However, they hardly
make any distinction between memory array faults and faults
in other parts of the memory, such as decoders and peripherals.
Furthermore, dynamic faults are only partially covered. More-
over, the diagnosis approaches relying on signatures are not
easily extensible as they demand redefining the whole scheme
for any modification done to the targeted faults. Thus, there is a
need for a memory diagnosis methodology that covers different
faults in any part of the memory chip.

This paper proposes a systematic memory diagnosis ap-
proach, namely Hierarchical Memory Diagnosis (HMD), to
speed up the diagnosis of embedded memories, improve yield
learning, and ease the characterization of customer returns and
NTFs. HMD is a comprehensive approach that covers static and
dynamic faults in the entire memory in a hierarchical manner:
first, the location, then, the nature (i.e., static or dynamic), and
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Figure 1. An ActD and DeactD Row Decoder Fault.

finally, the fault model. It is platform-independent as it does
not require a specific implementation, and easily extensible as it
does not require recompiling signatures to diagnose new faults.

II. HIERARCHICAL MEMORY DIAGNOSIS

The HMD approach comprises four steps, as described next.
We illustrate the proposed approach by using the diagnosis of
dynamic row decoder faults as an example.

1) Fault Space Definition: the HMD approach assumes five
significant memory blocks: row and column decoder, write
and read path, and memory array. Each block contains its
own fault space, which includes static (i.e., faults sensitized
by at most one operation) and dynamic (i.e., faults sensitized
by more than one operation) faults. Due to space limitation,
we do not discuss the diagnosis of HTD faults. The fault
space of dynamic row decoder faults specifically includes
Activation (ActD) and Deactivation Delay (DeactD) [11]. ActD
hinders WLs’ activation, i.e., the WL is delayed and not fully
activated, while DeactD hinders the WLs’ deactivation, leading
to simultaneously activating two WLs; these faults are observed
only in specific address transitions [11]. Fig. 1 illustrates how
WLs are affected by these faults due to a partial open defect in a
pre-decoder. The faulty behavior comes from the pre-decoders
failing to decode the address in due time; a timing signal
deactivates WLs between operations. In the first operation,
WLx is correctly generated. However, when switching from
addresses Ax to Ay in the second cycle, WLy suffers from
ActD. Although the subsequent access of WLy in the third cycle
passes correctly, two WLs are activated in the fourth cycle when
a transition from Ay back to Ax is performed: WLx, which
is correctly accessed, and WLy , which suffers from DeactD;
hence, the simultaneous access of two addresses.

2) Level 1 – Fault Location: level 1 must sensitize and
detect all faults in the targeted fault space to prevent test
escapes. To do so, we developed Alg. 1, which makes use of
march notation [12]: ⇑, ⇓, and m denote increasing, decreasing,
and irrelevant address access order, respectively. w0, w1, r0,
r1 represent the operations write ‘0’, write ’1’, read ‘0’, and
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Algorithm 1 March HMD-LVL1
M1: {m (w1);
M2: ⇑ (w0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, w0, w1, w1);
M3: ⇑ (r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, w1, w0, w0);
M4: ⇓ (r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, w0, w1, w1);
M5: ⇓ (r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, w1, w0, w0);
M6: ⇓ (w1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, r1, w0);
M7: ⇑ (r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0, r0)}

Table I
FC AND TC SPACE FOR DYNAMIC ROW DECODER FAULTS

FC Faults TC
FC1 Only ActD w0y , w0x, w1y , r1y
FC2 Only DeactD w0y , r0y , w1x, r0y , r0y
FC3 Both ActD and DeactD Detected by TC1 and TC2

read ‘1’, respectively. March HMD-LVL1 is applied using
special stress combinations to detect dynamic row decoder
faults [2]: hamming-distance-based addressing method with
fast-row. ActD is sensitized and detected by M2 if Ax < Ay

or by M6 if Ax > Ay . DeactD is sensitized and detected by
M6 and M7, respectively, if Ax < Ay , or by M2 and M3 if
Ax > Ay . Faults in each memory block (e.g., column decoder,
write path, memory array) will generate different and unique
bitmap patterns, enabling accurate faulty block identification.
For dynamic row decoder faults, single or multiple rows
will fail. Moreover, knowing the set of failing addresses and
addresses transitions (e.g., from Ax to Ay) also enables the
precise fault identification in levels 2 and 3.

3) Level 2 – Fault Nature: diagnosis level 2 applies cus-
tomized diagnostic algorithms to sensitize static faults in level
1’s failing addresses; if no static faults are sensitized, it is as-
sumed the faulty block suffers from dynamic faults. We develop
algorithms targeting only static faults within one block. For the
row decoder, the specific algorithm is {m (w0);⇑ (r0, w1, r1)};
it is applied to the failing row identified in level 1 using linear
addressing mode and fast-column [2]. No faults are triggered
as there were no specific address transitions [11]; therefore, the
faulty block suffers from dynamic faults.

4) Level 3 – Fault Model: diagnosis level 3 diagnoses fault
models using Fault Classes (FC) and Test Classes (TC) [10].
An FC contains faults with the same sensitizing and detecting
conditions that are externally indistinguishable. A TC is an
algorithm designed to detect a particular FC; their pass/fail
information is used to generate a unique signature. Table I
shows the FCs for dynamic row decoder faults and their TCs;
FC3 does not require a TC as TC1 and TC2 cover it. The TCs
are described by sequences of operations and specific address
transitions (i.e., from Ax to Ay and vice-versa); operations that
sensitize the targeted fault are underlined.

Fig. 2 shows the simulation of TC1, which targets ActD; it
shows WLx and WLy (faulty row) and the contents of cells
in these rows. ActD is sensitized by w1y , i.e., the transition
write operation fails. DeactD is detected by applying TC2.
It is sensitized in w1x (3rd operation); WLy is still enabled
when accessing Ax. Two read operations are necessary to detect
DeactD as the first one may be affected by an ActD, e.g., the
read operation does not access the cell and returns the same
value from the last read operation. With the pass/fail results of
both TCs, the FC x TC signature dictionary for dynamic row
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Figure 2. Applying TC1 on a memory suffering an ActD and DeactD fault.

Table II
FC X TC DICTIONARY FOR DYNAMIC ROW DECODER FAULTS.

FC TC1 TC2 Signature
FC1 1 0 10
FC2 0 1 01
FC3 1 1 11

decoder faults can be generated, as shown by Table II.

III. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

We have presented a new diagnosis methodology named
Hierarchical Memory Diagnosis (HMD). The approach was
validated through defect injection and circuit simulations.
Based on the obtained results, we conclude the following:

Added Value: the HMD can be applied during characteri-
zation to improve the design and manufacturing process, thus
boosting manufacturing yield and speeding time to market. It
can also be applied during the analysis of customer returns to
help understand test escapes and NTF devices.

Key Differentiators: HMD surpasses existing methodolo-
gies by covering all types of faults in all parts of the memory.
HMD is easily extensible as new capabilities can be integrated
with existing ones without the need to ensure unique signatures.
Furthermore, HMD is platform-independent; it can be applied
to all sorts of memories. Moreover, it does not require dedicated
diagnosing circuits, i.e., design-for-diagnosis [1].

Limitations: the HMD approach cannot indicate the aggres-
sor cell’s location of coupling faults, only the address relation
between aggressor and victim.
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